### Utility Class Score Sheet
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**Date:** ___________  **UKC Reg #:** ___________  **Breed:** ___________

**Judge:** __________________________  **Article #:** ___________

**Host Club:** _______________________  **Club ID #:** ___________

---

#### Exercise  |  Non-Qualifying  |  Major Deductions  |  Major/Minor Deductions  |  Points Deducted  |  Total
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Signal & Heeling Point Value 30**
- Audible Command and/or Signals
- Falls to: Heel, Stand, Stay, Down, Sit, or Recall on a single signal
- Anticipates signal
- Barks continuously
  - Slow to respond to any one signal
  - No change of pace dog or handler
  - No sits, no fronts, no finish
  - Forward motion on signals
  - Handler holds signal
  - Crowding, Forging, Lagging, Wide, Improper heel position, any other heeling imperfections
  - Poor sits, poor fronts, poor finish

-Scent Work Point Value 30
- Retrieves wrong article
- Dog anticipates the send
- Dog performs wrong option picked by owner
- Falls to retrieve article
- Handler anticipates judge's order
  - Mouthing/Playing with articles
  - Dropping article - each occurrence
  - Double command on finish
  - No front, sit or finish

- Option 1 (turn & send)
  - Dog stops/sits after about turn
  - Handler commands dog to sit
  - Commands dog to sit
  - Dog hesitates on send
  - Poor or wide about turn
  - Depending on the extent of the deviation from ideal, a major or minor deduction may be incurred

- Option 2 (sit)
  - Dog goes directly to pile after turn
  - Dog anticipates send after sit
  - Dog does not sit after about turn

-Directed Marked Retrieve Point Value 30
- Handler fails to mark glove
- Handler marks wrong glove
- Signal other than original mark when sending the dog
- Dog retrieves wrong glove
- More than an arm's length away
  - No sit after pivot
  - Extra command to finish
  - No front, no sit, no finish

-Directed Signal Retrieve Point Value 30
- Dog anticipates send out
- Dog stops, turns, or sits before handler command
- Dog fails to stop in qualifying area
- Handler gives a third sit command
- Leaves qualifying area after stop
- Dog anticipates signal to retrieve
- Handler fails to give a signal
- Handler signals wrong glove
- Dog retrieves wrong glove
  - Dog fails to sit after stopping on first command
  - Handler gives second sit command
  - Extra command to finish
  - No front, sit, or finish

-Mandatory 10-point deduction:
- Dogs does not sit after second sit command

-Consecutive Recall Point Value 40
- Handler anticipates order
- Dog anticipates command/signal
- Dog does not drop on command
- Handler does not give drop command/signal when ordered
- Handler gives drop command/signal during straight recall
  - Extra command to finish
  - Handler’s hands not at sides when dog is returning
  - No front, no sit no finish

-Directed Jumping Point Value 40
- Dog fails to leave handler
- Does not go out between jumps
- Dog anticipates command/signal
- Does not go 10 feet beyond jump
- Doesn’t clear jumps/knocks bar off
- Does not jump correct jump
- Does not return to handler
  - Handler gives sit command early
  - Dog is slow going out
  - Additional sit command on first or second go out
  - Fails to sit after second sit command/signal
  - No front, no sit, no finish

  - Dog is slow or reluctant to respond
  - Strays from most direct route
  - Failure to sit at designated spot
  - Dog sits off center line
  - Handler holds signal
  - Poor front, poor sit, poor finish

---

**Maximum Points 200**

**Points deducted for:**
- Handler Error
- Disciplining Dog
- Unsportsmanlike conduct
- Dog Misbehavior

**Less Points Deducted**

**Total Net Score**

---

**Other**  |  **Non-Qualifying Score for:**
--- | ---
**Excused for**  |  **Fouling Ring**

**Disqualified for**

---

**MUST BE RECORDED IN JUDGES BOOKS**